Any attempt to assess the variety and diversity of media change tends to get overwhelmed by the blooming, buzzing confusion of the present: the technological boosterism that floods a sector soaked in the mendacity of public relations; the claims made for an apparently rapid evolution in consumption practices or, by contrast, those made for their stability and continuity; the palpable panic of some media studies scholars as they try to align themselves with this or that trend.
describe The Now, the result is often a blurred picture, and we need to learn to wait in order to allow things to live in and play out before beginning our analyses.
This collection takes the fact of contemporary digital convergence as a given and that this forces us to rethink media history in terms of a relational framework.
The argument is that, since convergence is about the connections and contextual intercourse of contemporary media, we ought to project a similar mode of thinking back toward what has hitherto been the history of individual media; as the editors put it, 'print, movies, radio, television and new media should never have been thought of as separate histories'. (ix) Nonetheless, the eighteen essays here mostly concentrate on a single medium-cinema, television, radio, the internet-but in keeping with the relational aspirations of the book all of them consider the ways in which their medium, to a greater or lesser extent, draws on or is inflected by its position in an overall constellation of cultural production and consumption. Part of the problem then is between part and whole: one can grasp at a suitable distance the overall shape of convergence as a whole in any one historical formation; but working out the mediating connections between the whole and the parts requires a considerable depth of historical background that is really beyond the reach of the essay format.
However, this is a pretty good effort. The collection arises out of issues raised at the 'What is Media?' conference held at the University of Texas in 2007, and the editors have done a fine job of selecting work that stands alone as well as speaking to the wider themes raised there. As is usual with conferences that are framed around questions ('what are the issues today in writing media history and histories?') (ix) it is concerned to grasp the contemporary scholarly zeitgeist and is divided into four parts: New Methods, New Subjects, New Approaches and Research Issues.
While the assertion of 'new' somewhat overstates things, there is no doubt the research presented strives toward shifting (however modestly in some cases) the familiar terms of historical media research toward a recognition of the wider connectedness of the mediums considered. Hamid Naficy's contribution attempts to reclaim the word 'multiplex' in his account of the global emergence of a kind of cinema which incorporates multilingual dialogues, multicultural characters, multisited diegeses-and so on. The problem is that this idea is pitched at such a level of generality, applicable across such a vast range of output-from the work of Chilean director Raúl Ruiz, to Todd Haynes's I'm Not There, to YouTube uploads, activist videos, and multicultural ensemble shows such as Lost-that its grip on the particular becomes obscured. The collection does not itself converge into a coherent, overall approach. The dominant sense of it is rather a diffusion of approaches, each consistent in itself, but none of which has the theoretical heft to claim authority over the others. Ankerson's thinking is fleshed out using an excellent case study, in her case the history of Flash, from its beginnings as solution to browser compatibility, to a spectacle in itself (David Gary Studio's 'Full Throttle'), to its ubiquity as the foundational technology for YouTube and Flickr.
As the final contribution Ankerson's essay is appropriately about the history closest to the present but it raises questions that, as the rest of the collection demonstrates, have continued to be relevant to our understanding of the convergence and diffusion of media throughout the past century.
